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Abstract. In this article we summarize the availability of earthquake source mechanisms in the Bulletin of the International

Seismological Centre (ISC). The bulletin in its current status contains ∼81,000 seismic events with only one associated mech-

anism solution, and ∼22,000 events with at least two associated source mechanisms. The main sources of earthquake mecha-

nisms in the ISC Bulletin are reported solutions provided by data contributors, and ISC computed focal mechanisms based on

first motion polarities. Given the importance of using pre-determined fault plane solutions in different types of studies, here we5

focus only on the reported mechanisms and we briefly discuss the methodologies adopted by major data providers to the ISC

and investigate the intra-event variability of the source mechanisms. We conclude that the overall agreement among different

earthquake focal mechanisms for the same event as reported by different sources can be as high as 90% for the majority of

the cases. The earthquake source mechanisms discussed in this work are freely available within the ISC Bulletin websearch at

http://doi.org/10.31905/D808B830.10

1 Introduction

The International Seismological Centre (ISC, www.isc.ac.uk) currently collects station readings, hypocentre solutions and

other earthquake bulletin data from approximately 150 agencies around the world. The ISC Bulletin contains over 7 million

seismic events (mostly earthquakes, as well as chemical and nuclear explosions, mine blasts and mining induced events, and

other types of seismic events), and approximately 237 million individual seismic station readings of arrival times, amplitudes,15

periods and first motion polarities (International Seismological Centre, 2018, database last accessed in October 2018).

Considerable effort is put into making sure that the station readings reported by different agencies belong to the correct

seismic event. In the first instance, all parametric data sent to the ISC is collected and grouped automatically in unique seismic

events. As soon as an event is created it is made openly available via the online ISC Bulletin (www.isc.ac.uk/iscbulletin).

Secondly, the ISC analysts manually review (two/three years behind real-time) the collected station readings and hypocentre20

solutions for seismic events larger than approximately 3.5. If all conditions are met (details at http://www.isc.ac.uk/iscbulletin/

review/), the ISC also recomputes location and magnitude (currently only MS and mb) by combining all the available phase

arrival times and amplitude measurements, respectively. ISC location and magnitude procedures have recently been improved

(Bondár and Storchak, 2011).
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The ISC aims to increase the number of collected bulletins from national data centres or other sources (Willemann and

Storchak, 2001) and improve its procedures in earthquake location and magnitude determinations (e.g., Bondár and Storchak,

2011; Di Giacomo and Storchak, 2015; Weston et al., 2018). As a result, the ISC Bulletin has proved to be a very useful

resource for seismologists and geoscientists in general, as demonstrated by the vast use of ISC datasets in many research papers,

including works on new tomographic models and global tectonics (e.g., Kennett et al., 1995; Rezapour and Pearce, 1998;5

Bormann et al., 2009; Hayes et al., 2012; Adam and Romanowicz, 2015; Zhan and Kanamori, 2016; Euler and Wysession,

2017; Lay et al., 2017). Recently the ISC has started to compute its own focal mechanisms (freely available in the reviewed

bulletin) by using first motion polarities both from reported bulletins and picked automatically from waveform data (Lentas,

2017). In addition, the ISC Bulletin contains a substantial amount of source mechanisms (Fig. 1) calculated using different

data and techniques as reported from various agencies working at local/regional and/or global scales, predominantly covering10

the period from mid 1970s till present.

In this paper, we aim to emphasize the availability of reported (i.e., not computed by the ISC) source mechanisms in the ISC

Bulletin and discuss the different features of those solutions, aiming at helping ISC users to decide how best to use the database

according to the needs of their research.

2 Source mechanism contributions to the ISC Bulletin15

There are currently 64 agencies in the ISC Bulletin which have reported in the past or continue to report source mechanism

solutions to the ISC (Fig. 2). By using the term source mechanisms we refer to both moment tensor solutions (and their

associated best fitting double couple mechanisms) and pure double couple mechanisms of a point source.

Major contributors of global source mechanisms include the Global Centroid Moment Tensor Project (GCMT, www.globalcmt.

org, Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012), the US National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC, or NEIS prior to20

1984), and for regional earthquakes, the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED) in Japan

and the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network (PNSN).

Note that prior to data year 2006 the agency code HRVD (Harvard University) was used throughout the ISC Bulletin for

GCMT solutions. Here we use a unique agency code for these source mechanisms and replace the HRVD agency code with

the GCMT code throughout the ISC Bulletin. This is already done for the time period 1976-1979 covered by the first part of25

the ISC rebuild project (1964-1979, Storchak et al., 2017). After completion of the ISC rebuild project, all remaining HRVD

source mechanism solutions will be available under the GCMT code. Moreover, moment tensor solutions for 76 intermediate

depth earthquakes and 104 deep earthquakes from 1962 to 1976 have been added under the GCMT agency code (Chen et al.,

2001; Huang et al., 1997).

Since the mid 1990s numerous other agencies, mainly national data centres, started reporting source mechanism solutions30

to the ISC. This has resulted in a steep increase of available mechanism solutions in the ISC Bulletin (Fig. 1). Nevertheless,

the coverage and completeness of seismic events with associated source mechanisms is not uniform and primarily depends on
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the tectonics and the associated seismicity in different regions, the station coverage and the practices of the reporting agencies

(Fig. 3).

All the available source mechanisms are included in the ISC Bulletin. However, users particularly interested in focal mech-

anisms can search using either a dedicated tool at http://www.isc.ac.uk/iscbulletin/search/fmechanisms/ or webservices at

http://www.isc.ac.uk/iscbulletin/search/webservices/fmechanisms/. Search parameters include date, area, magnitude, depth and5

agency code. Search outputs are available either in a comma separated CSV-like format with one line per mechanism solution,

or in QuakeML format. Included in the output are the ISC event identifier, scalar moments, moment tensor components, nodal

planes, principal axes and the hypocentre/centroid parameters for each mechanism solution, where applicable. The format is

explained in detail at http://www.isc.ac.uk/iscbulletin/search/fmechanisms/csvoutput/.

3 Source mechanism variability10

Source mechanism solutions can be determined by using two main data types: (i) parametric data such as first motion P -

wave polarities and amplitude ratios, and (ii) waveform data modelling. A vast variety of techniques and algorithms have been

developed over the last few decades using different concepts and data. The most robust results are obtained by waveform

modelling methods. Even though techniques based on polarities depend strongly on the network geometry and the station

azimuthal coverage, they can still be very useful in determining the focal mechanisms of small earthquakes and aftershock15

sequences using local networks (Shearer, 1998). Focal mechanisms based on first motion polarities reflect the geometry of the

seismic fault at the initial breaking of the rupture, whereas waveform modelling techniques usually consider group of phases

(body waves and/or surface waves) and provide source mechanisms closer to the dominant component of the entire rupture

geometry.

Moreover, different techniques follow different concepts on determining the source model of a point source. Some algo-20

rithms solve directly for the geometry of a planar fault, meaning the strike, dip and rake of the fault and auxiliary planes

assuming a pure double couple mechanism. This is more common in first motion polarity based techniques (i.e., Reasenberg

and Oppenheimer, 1985, which is used by PNSN), but it can also be the case in waveform modelling methods such as the

SCARDEC technique (Vallée et al., 2010) reported by agency IPGP. These techniques usually depend on a pre-determined

location. Other techniques determine the six components of the moment tensor which is a mathematical representation of the25

equivalent body forces acting on a seismic point source, and can be decomposed into an isotropic component, a compenstated

linear vector dipole (CLVD) and a best fitting double couple mechanism which describes the geometry of a planar fault. Cen-

troid based techniques like the GCMT, the MedNet Regional Centroid Moment Tensors (MED-RCMT), the Zurich Moment

Tensors (ZUR-RMT) and others applied by the NEIC (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012; Braunmiller et al., 2002;

Pondrelli et al., 2011; Kanamori and Rivera, 2008; Duputel et al., 2012; Benz and Herrmann, 2014) use this concept and30

simultaneously determine the centroid location. Source models for all the above mentioned techniques can be found in the

ISC Bulletin (see Fig. 2). Other automated moment tensors which depend on a pre-determined hypocentre location are also

routinely reported in the ISC Bulletin, for example, by NIED in Japan (Fukuyama and Kawai, 1998). Moreover, taking into
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consideration additional differences in velocity models, station distribution and observations in different waveform frequency

bands that are being used by different techniques, some variation among source mechanisms reported by different agencies for

the same seismic event has to be expected.

Figure 4 shows the frequency distribution of available source mechanism solutions per event in the ISC Bulletin, and the

frequency distribution of maximum intra-event rotation angle for the events having at least two reported mechanism solutions.5

The rotation angle describes the transformation of a double couple mechanism into another arbitrary mechanism through 3-D

rotations (Kagan, 1991). The vast majority peak between 10◦ and 20◦. Cases showing large differences, above 40◦, are not

rare and can be partly explained by earthquakes showing complex rupture, such as the 2002 November 3, MW 7.9, Denali

Central Alaska earthquake (Ozacar et al., 2003) and the doublet 2012 December 7, MW 7.2, east coast of Honshu earthquake

(Lay et al., 2013) which show intra-event rotation angles up to 60◦ and 90◦ respectively, or comparing automatic source10

mechanism solutions such as the 2015 May 25, MW 5.2, eastern Honshu earthquake which shows intra-event rotation angles

up to ∼90◦. Substantial intra-event differences are also very common as a result of multiple solutions reported by PNSN for

small earthquakes with poorly constrained source mechanisms, such as the 1981 February 11, Md 2.5, Washington earthquake

where the maximum intra-event rotation angle can be as high as 100◦.

As source mechanisms are used in a variety of studies (e.g., tectonics, stress patterns, cluster analysis), in Figure 5 we15

show the annual number of earthquakes grouped by the faulting styles proposed by Zoback (1992) with the sole intent of

showcasing one of the possible uses for the source mechanisms in the ISC Bulletin. Not surprisingly, the thrust earthquakes

dominate the annual occurrences, with the only exceptions for year 2000 (significant strike-slip aftershock sequence following

the 2000 Tottori, Japan, earthquake) and 2011 (aftershocks of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, due to the stress field change, were

characterized by many normal-fault earthquakes, as shown, e.g., by Hasegawa et al. (2012)). Figure 5 also shows the annual20

number of earthquakes for which we could not assign a fault style. This is due to large intra-event variability of the source

mechanisms due to complexities, as mentioned earlier, or to conflicting reports. Note that classifications different from Zoback

(1992) have been proposed (see, e.g., Célérier, 2010, for an overview), and users can apply their preferred classification from

the source mechanisms within the ISC Bulletin.

4 Data availability25

The earthquake source mechanisms summarized in this work are freely available within the ISC Bulletin websearch at http:

//doi.org/10.31905/D808B830. All data used in this paper are maintained at the ISC (www.isc.ac.uk, last accessed 20 November

2018).

5 Summary and conclusions

The ISC offers the most comprehensive bulletin of global seismicity in terms of hypocentre solutions, phase arrivals, mag-30

nitudes and amplitude measurements. In this paper we presented an additional aspect of the ISC Bulletin, namely its source
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mechanism content and the opportunity for ISC users to complement the source mechanism information with all other data

included in the ISC Bulletin.

The ISC has a mandate to collect as much parametric data as possible from various sources around the world and make

it freely available to the seismological as well as to a broad geoscience community. As a result, the magnitude range of5

earthquakes covered by available mechanism solutions is larger than individual global catalogues such as GCMT or NEIC.

However, this feature inevitably leads to a higher heterogeneity in the solutions due to different methods adopted by each

provider. Thus, users are advised to be aware of the techniques being used in the computations of the various source models

in the ISC Bulletin. For example, centroid based mechanism solutions should be used together with centroid locations, since:

(i) both the centroid mechanism and centroid location are parts of the same output, and (ii) substantial mislocations may exist10

among centroid locations and standard hypocentre locations fitting the observed phase arrival times of body waves. To facilitate

this the CSV format provided by the online ISC Bulletin indicates whether a mechanism solution is centroid or not. Source

mechanisms obtained from pre-determined standard hypocentre locations can be used together with the provider’s hypocentre

solution or the prime hypocentre solution in the ISC Bulletin. However, large differences in depth may be present in some

cases among the prime hypocentre solution and the solution provided by the mechanism’s agency.15

Similar to the variation of hypocentre solutions in the ISC Bulletin, multiple source mechanisms for the same seismic event,

when available, can provide a measure of the posterior uncertainties with respect to data errors and modelling techniques.

Despite variations in methods and data used to compute the solutions, we showed that in most cases there is a good agreement

among multiple solutions provided by different agencies. The intra-event variability in the ISC Bulletin was quantified by the

maximum rotation angle and is well constrained up to 20◦, which corresponds to a similarity coefficient of∼90% (Cesca et al.,20

2013). Different classification techniques and metrics could be applied (i.e., Helffrich, 1997; Frohlich and Davis, 1999) but for

the purpose of the current article the rotation angle is considered to be an adequate metric of source mechanism variability.

Similarly, by applying Zoback (1992) fault styles classification, we observe for up to 8% of the earthquakes per year a large

intra-event variability.

Source mechanisms are currently not reviewed by ISC analysts, and the user should pick, if required, the preferred one25

when multiple solutions are available for an event. The ISC values all agencies reporting source mechanism solutions and

encourages new ones to submit theirs. In parallel, we recommend researchers to make a more systematic use of the earthquake

source mechanisms in the ISC Bulletin in future studies.
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Figure 1. Number of source mechanisms in the ISC Bulletin from January 1964 to October 2018. Note the high peak in 2011 which is

associated with the 2011 Tohoku earthquake aftershock sequence. The dip for year 2018 is only apparent as the data collection is not

complete yet.
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Figure 2. Time distribution of source mechanisms in the ISC Bulletin (January 1964 – October 2018) reported by different agencies. The

numbers in brackets next to each agency code shows the total number of reported source mechanism solutions. Red lines indicate waveform

inversion techniques, blue lines indicate first motion polarity techniques and grey colour shows cases where there is no information available

on the techniques being used or we could not verify them. A detailed list of the reporting agencies can be found at: http://www.isc.ac.uk/

iscbulletin/agencies/.
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Figure 3. Global maps showing the number of events with at least one source mechanism reported in the ISC Bulletin for the time period

from January 1964 to October 2018, in a 1◦ by 1◦ grid, for mechanism solutions reported by local and regional agencies (top), and global

agencies (bottom, [HRVD, GCMT, NEIS, NEIC, IPGP]).
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Figure 4. Frequency distribution of available source mechanisms per event in the ISC Bulletin for the time period from January 1964 to

October 2018 (top), and intra-event maximum rotation angle frequency distribution for the seismic events having at least two mechanism

solutions available (bottom).
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Figure 5. Annual number of source mechanisms grouped by Zoback (1992) fault styles. Dark blue circles, red pentagons, green squares,

orange triangles, light blue inverted triangles and olive diamonds represent, respectively, thrust, normal, strike-slip, normal with strike-slip

component, thrust with strike-slip component and undefined earthquakes. Black octagons are earthquakes for which the intra-variability of

the source mechanisms does not allow us to assign an earthquake to a fault style. These are earthquakes with large rotation angles (see Figure

4). The percentage of such earthquakes goes up to 8% of earthquakes per year.
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